Abstract. Combinatorial objects called rigged con gurations give rise to q-analogues of certain Littlewood-Richardson coe cients. The Kostka-Foulkes polynomials and twocolumn Macdonald-Kostka polynomials occur as special cases. Conjecturally these polynomials coincide with the Poincar e polynomials of isotypic components of certain graded GL(n)-modules supported in a nilpotent conjugacy class closure in gl(n).
Introduction
Consider the Levi (block diagonal) subgroup GL( ) GL(n; C ) GL( ) = where V is the irreducible GL(n; C ) module of highest weight and V R i is the irreducible GL( i ; C )-module of highest weight R i . There is a well-known set LRT( ; R) of Young tableaux (which shall be referred to as LR tableaux) whose cardinality is the above coe cient LR R 18] .
In 27] one of the authors and J. Weyman began the combinatorial study of a family of polynomials K ;R (q) which are q-analogues of the LR coe cients LR R and are by de nition the Poincar e polynomials of isotypic components of Euler characteristics of certain C gl n ]-modules supported in nilpotent conjugacy class closures. The polynomials K ;R (q) were conjecturally described as the generating function over catabolizable tableaux with the charge statistic, giving a simultaneous generalization of two formulas of Lascoux and Sch utzenberger for the Kostka-Foulkes polynomials 13] 15]. The Kostka-Foulkes polynomials occur as special cases in two di erent ways, namely, when each partition R i is a single row, or each is a single column. When has two columns, the Macdonald-Kostka polynomial K ; (q; t) has a nice formula in terms of the polynomials K ;R (q) where each partition R i has size at most 2, 5] 29].
Our point of departure is the observation that when each R i is a rectangular partition, the polynomial K ;R (q) seems to coincide with another q-analogue of the appropriate LR coe cients, given by the set RC( ; R) of rigged con gurations 10] . One of the authors had already given a bijection R : LRT( ; R) ! RC( ; R) 8] . The latter set is endowed with a natural statistic RC( ; R) ! N. An obvious problem is to give a direct description of the statistic on LRT( ; R) that is obtained by pulling back the statistic on RC( ; R) via the 1 bijection R . We o er two conjectures for this statistic, which generalize the formulas for the charge statistic given by Donin 4] and Lascoux, Leclerc, and Thibon 14] .
Like the LR coe cients of which they are q-analogues, the polynomials K ;R (q) satisfy symmetry and monotonicity properties that extend those satis ed by the Kostka-Foulkes polynomials 27]. Indeed, some of these symmetries only appear after generalizing from the Kostka-Foulkes case to the rectangular LR case. We give bijections and injections that exhibit these properties combinatorially, for each of the three kinds of objects (LR tableaux, catabolizable tableaux, and rigged con gurations). In particular, the monotonicity property is exhibited by functorial statistic-preserving embeddings of families of LR tableaux, generalizing the theory of the cyclage due to Lascoux and Sch utzenberger 17] 13].
There is another q-analogue of LR coe cients introduced by Lascoux, Leclerc, and Thibon 14] 9]. Amazingly, these polynomials arise in a completely di erent manner, namely, as coe cient polynomials in a generating function over rim hook tableaux. We conjecture that the polynomials K ;R (q) coincide with theirs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the de nition of the polynomial K ;R (q) and its symmetry and monotonicity properties. Sections 3 through 5 give the three conjectured combinatorial descriptions for the polynomials K ;R (q). Section 6 gives (conjecturally statistic-preserving) bijections R from LR tableaux to rigged con gurations and rows(R) from rigged con gurations to catabolizable tableaux. For each of these kinds of objects Sections 7 through 10 give bijections and injections that re ect the symmetry and monotonicity properties of the polynomials K ;R (q). These maps were de ned so that they are intertwined by the maps R and rows(R) .
Definition and properties of K ;R (q)
The material in this section essentially follows 27].
2.1. Generating function de nition. Let = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :; t ) be a sequence of positive integers that sum to n, = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :; n ) an integral weight (that is, 2 Z n ), and Roots the set of ordered pairs (i; j) such that 1 i 1 + 2 + + r < j n for some r. where runs over the dominant integral weights in Z n . Ostensibly given by power series, the K ; ; (q) are in fact polynomials with integer coe cients 27].
Let R be the sequence (R 1 ; R 2 ; : : : ; R t ) with R i 2 Z i a dominant integral weight for all i, and (R) 2 Z n the weight obtained by concatenating the parts of the R i in order. De ne K ;R (q) := K ; (R); (q): It is known 27] that K ;R (1) = LR R : (2.2) From now on it is assumed that is a partition and each R i is a rectangular partition having i rows and i columns. Zariski closure of the nilpotent conjugacy class whose Jordan form has diagonal block sizes given by the transpose of the partition + . In the case = (1 n ) these are Kostant's generalized exponents in type A. 4 . Let be a partition of n and a two-column partition. In this case J. Stembridge 29] gave an explicit formula for the Macdonald-Kostka polynomials, which has the form K ;(2 r ;1 n?2r ) (q; t) =
where the M k r?k (t) are members of a family of polynomials M d m (t) that are de ned by iterated degree-shifted di erences of ordinary Kostka-Foulkes polynomials. S. Fishel 5] gave a combinatorial description of the polynomials M d m (t) in terms of rigged con gurations, using a variation of the original statistic of 10] on the set of rigged con gurations corresponding to standard tableaux. Using the original statistic but replacing standard tableaux by tableaux corresponding to sequences of tiny rectangles of the form (2) (2.4) where w runs over the minimal length permutation in each coset in n] of the given Young subgroup, (w) and (w) are the rst 1 and last n ? 1 parts of the weight w ?1 ( + ) ?
(R 1 + ), and b R = (R 2 ; R 3 ; : : : ; R t ). The w-th summand is understood to be zero if (w) has a negative part.
The case that R = (R 1 ; R 2 ) is now calculated explicitly. Suppose 1 2 . It is easy to show that for any , LR (R 1 ;R 2 ) 2 f0; 1g: (2.5) Assuming this multiplicity is one, it follows from (2.4) that K ;(R 1 ;R 2 ) (q) = q d (2.6) where d is the number of cells in strictly to the right of the 1 -th column. Example 1. We give a running example. Let n = 9, = (3; 2; 1), = (2; 4; 3). Let R = ((3; 3); (2; 2; 2; 2); (1; 1; 1)) = (5; 4; 3; 2; 2; 1; 0; 0; 0) Applying (2.4), all summands are zero except for the identity permutation. Using the LR rule, it is not hard to see that the summand for is zero unless is one of the three partitions (3; 3; 3; 2); (3; 3; 2; 2; 1); and (3; 2; 2; 2; 1; 1). Three applications of (2.6) yield K ;R (q) = q 3 (K (3;3;3;2); b R (q) + 2K (3;3;2;2;1); b R (q) + K (3;2;2;2;1;1); b R (q)) = q 3 (q 3 + 2q 2 + q 1 ) = q 6 + 2q 5 This property is mysterious; it is not obvious from the properties of the modules that de ne the polynomials K ;R (q). (4) It is also well{known and goes back to D. Littlewood 28] , that e K (p) (1) is the multiplicity of the highest weight irreducible representation of sl(n) in the tensor product V R 1 : : : V Rp .
Recall that a sequence of partitions R = (R for each k 1. Note that if k `( ) and k a for all a, then k is empty. We make the convention that 0 is the empty partition.
For a partition , de ne the number Q n ( ) = t 1 + t 2 + + t n , the number of cells in the rst n columns of . The vacancy numbers of the con guration of type ( ; R) are de ned by
min( a ; n) a;k (3.1) for k; n 1, where i;j is the Kronecker delta. Say that a con guration of type ( ; R) is admissible if P k;n ( ) 0 for all k; n 1.
Example 7. In the running example, there is a unique admissible con guration of type ( ; R), given by = ( (1) 
Only some of the vacancy numbers P k;n ( ) appear as upper bounds for the labels L k s , namely, those where n is a part of the partition k . The second condition merely says that the labels for a xed partition k and part size n, should be viewed as a multiset. ) where is an admissible con guration of type ( ; R) together with a rigging L. Let C( ; R) denote the set of admissible con gurations of type ( ; R) and RC( ; R) the set of rigged con gurations of type ( ; R).
The rst important property of rigged con gurations is that they are enumerated by the LR coe cient LR R . Say that a word is lattice if the content of every nal subword is a partition. A (skew) tableau is said to be lattice if its row-reading word is lattice (see the example below).
Let LRT( ; R) be the set of column strict tableaux T of shape and content = (R) such that for all i, the restriction Tj A i of the tableau T to the alphabet A i is lattice with respect to the alphabet A i , or equivalently, is Knuth equivalent to the tableau K i . We call these LR tableaux. Note that if each rectangle of R is a single row, then LRT( ; R) = CST( ; ).
Example 11. LRT( ; R) consists of the following four tableaux. To take the cocharge we act by automorphisms of conjugation to change them to partition content, obtaining (2131124; 321211). Taking the cocharges of these words, we obtain (3; 4) whose sum is 7. Let us now perform the same computation for the circular standard decomposition of Lascoux and Sch utzenberger (which is always proper): v 1 = 7524136 and v 2 = 542613. We have u 1 = 3212124 and u 2 = 213122. Acting by automorphisms of conjugation to move to partition content, we have (3212114; 213112), whose cocharges are (6; 2) whose sum is 8, which is not minimal.
It would be desirable to have an algorithm that computes a minimal standard decomposition. The above example shows that the algorithm of Lascoux and Sch utzenberger for selecting a standard decomposition in the computation of charge, does not work for charge R For those that have some familiarity with 10] we point out two twists in its de nition. The rst di erence is in the labelling convention. In 10] the bijections use the notion of a singular string in a rigged con guration ( ; J), that is, a part k s whose label J k s attains the maximum value P k; k s ( ). This convention is called the quantum number labelling. Here we employ the coquantum number labelling, in which a singular string is a part k s whose label L k s is zero. The second di erence is the direction in which the cells of the rectangles R i are ordered. In 10] the cells of the one-rowed rectangles are ordered along rows, but here the cells of the rectangles are ordered along columns. This accounts for the transposing of shapes in passing from LR tableaux to rigged con gurations.
Conjecture 9. For R dominant, the bijection R is statistic-preserving, that is, for T 2 LRT( ; R) and ( ; L) = R (T), we have charge R (T) = cocharge( ; L) The dominance of R is only necessary for the de nition of charge R . This bijection may also be used to de ne a map from rigged con gurations to catabolizable tableaux. Let rows(R) be the sequence of rectangles obtained by slicing each rectangle of R into single rows. Recall the weight = (R); its parts give the single-rowed shapes of rows(R). In our running example, rows(R) = ( (3); (3); (2); (2); (2); (2); (1); (1); (1) Suppose that u is the adjacent transposition s 1 = (12) and R = (R 1 ; R 2 ) consists of two rectangles. Let P 2 LRT( ; R). By (2.5), both the sets LRT( ; R) and LRT( ; (R 2 ; R 1 )) are singletons, say fPg and fP 0 g respectively. In this case the bijection s 1 = (s 1 ) R is de ned by s 1 P = P 0 , and its inverse (also denoted s 1 by suppressing the subscript) is given by s 1 P 0 = P. The tableau P 0 can be calculated as follows. Let A 0 1 , A 0 2 , K 0 1 and K 0 2 be the subalphabets and canonical tableaux for the sequence of rectangles s 1 R = (R 2 ; R 1 ). Clearly P 0 j A 0 1 = K 0 1 . The remainder P 0 j A 0 2 of P 0 is the column strict tableau of shape =R 2 obtained by the jeu-de-taquin given by sliding the tableau K 0 2 to the southeast into the skew shape =R 1 using the order of cells de ned by the skew tableau Pj A 2 . Next suppose u = s p where p > 1. Let B = A p A p+1 . Let (P; Q) be the tableau pair corresponding to the column insertion of the row-reading word of the skew tableau Tj B . Since T 2 LRT( ; R), the tableaux Tj Ap and Tj A p+1 are lattice with respect to the alphabets A p and A p+1 respectively. Since the lattice condition is invariant under Knuth equivalence, it follows that the restrictions of P to the alphabets A p and A p+1 are lattice, so that P 2 LRT( ; (R p ; R p+1 )) in the alphabet B, where is the shape of P. Let P 0 be the unique tableau in the singleton set LRT( ; (R p+1 ; R p )) in the alphabet B. By The conjecture is trivial when each rectangle in R is a single row, but is quite interesting even when each rectangle is a single column (in which case the permutation u is the identity). In other words, the bijection merely replaces the rst k?1 labelled partitions of ( ; L) (the rest are empty) by the reverse sequence of labelled partitions. The proof is straightforward. It follows immediately that RC t ;R t(q) = RC ( e ) t ;( e R) t (q) Next we consider the duality bijections for LR tableaux. Let T be any column strict tableau of shape and content . De ne the dual tableau e T of T (with respect to the n k rectangle) to be the unique column strict tableau of shape e such that the j th column of e T is the set complement within the interval n], of the (k + 1 ? j)-th column of T. where the bottom map is given in Prop. 6.
To discuss the duality bijection for catabolizable tableaux, we give a modi ed de nition that slices the tableaux vertically rather than horizontally. In this section let us refer to Rcatabolizability as R-row catabolizability and to the R 1 -catabolism as the R 1 -row catabolism.
Let S be a column strict tableau of partition shape with Sj A 1 = K 1 . Let S l and S r be the left and right subtableaux obtained by slicing the skew tableau S ? K 1 vertically just after the 1 -th column. De ne the R 1 -column catabolism CCat R 1 (S) of S by P(S r S l ). Say that S is R-column catabolizable if if Sj A 1 = K 1 and CCat R 1 (S) is b R-column catabolizable, where b R = (R 2 ; R 3 ; : : :). Let CCT( ; R) denote the set of R-column catabolizable tableaux of shape .
Proposition 9. S is R-column catabolizable if and only if e
S is e R-column catabolizable.
Proof. Fix a su ciently large number k. All dual tableaux will be taken with respect to k columns. Note rst that Sj A 1 = K 1 if and only if e Sj A 1 is the tableau of shape e R 1 whose i-th row consists of k ? 1 copies of the letter i for all 1 i 1 . Then Proposition 7 implies that the dual of the tableau CCat R 1 (S) with respect to the alphabet n] ? A 1 , is equal to the tableau CCat e R 1 ( e S). The result follows by induction.
The following conjecture connects the two kinds of catabolizability using the images of the maps b R .
Conjecture 15. Suppose R is a sequence of rectangles such that R t is dominant. Then f Imb R = CCT( ; R).
Using Conjectures 13 and 15 one obtains a duality bijection for row catabolizable tableaux using automorphisms of conjugation and the tableau duality bijection.
Example 18. If the hypothesis of Conjecture 15 is not satis ed then CCT( ; R) could be too large. For example, let = (2; 2) and R = ((1; 1; 1) ; (1)). Then CCT( ; R) is empty. Let R 0 = ((1); (1; 1; 1)). CCT( ; R 0 ) is not empty; in fact it is equal to CCT((2; 2); ((1; 1); (1; 1))).
Transpose Bijections
A bijection LRT( ; R) ! LRT( t ; R t ) is given by the relabelling which sends T to the transpose of the tableau obtained from T by replacing the j-th occurrence (from the left) of the letter 1 + 2 + + i?1 + k by the letter 1 + 2 + + i?1 + j, for all i, 1 j i and 1 k i . We call this map the LR transpose.
Example 19. t = (6; 5; 3; 2; 1) and R t 1 = (2; 2; 2), R t 2 = (4; 4) and R t 3 = (3). The set LRT( t ; R t ) is given by the following four tableaux, which are the images under the LR transpose map of the four tableaux of LRT( ; R
For rigged con gurations, we wish to de ne a bijection RC( ; R) ! RC( t ; R t ) (called The bijection on con gurations is most easily de ned using a variant of the original construction. Let be an admissible ( ; R) con guration. Recall that k;n is the n-th part of the transpose of the partition k and that 0 is the empty partition. The matrix (m i;j ) will be used in place of the con guration . Before de ning the transpose map on rigged con gurations, let us calculate the row and column sums of the matrix (m i;j ) and the cocharge of in terms of the m i;j . Let be the indicator function for nonnegative numbers: Note that in (9.6) the sum over a is equal to r j;i (R), the number of rectangles in R that contain the cell (j; i). We must show that the matrix (b m i;j ) corresponds to an admissible con guration of type ( t ; R t ). We require the following technical result on vacancy numbers, whose proof is in the appendix. Recall that m n ( ) is the number of parts of the partition of size n.
Lemma 10. Let be a con guration of type ( ; R). The following are equivalent.
1. is admissible, that is, P k;n ( ) 0 for all k; n 1. 2. For every k; n 1, if m n ( k ) > 0 then P k;n ( ) 0. 3. For every k; n 1, P k;n ( ) min( k ; n) ? min( k+1 ; n) (9.8) Moreover, if is admissible then m n ( k ) = 0 whenever n > k+1 . (9.9) From (9.7), Lemma 10, and the admissibility of , it follows that b i is a partition for all i 1. Next it is veri ed that b is a con guration of type ( t ; R t ). This map is extended to riggings as follows. By Lemma 10 and (9.7), the map m 7 ! b m has the additional property that m n ( k ) = P n;k (b ) P k;n ( ) = m k (b n ) (9.10) provided that if m n ( k ) > 0. Applying this to the inverse map, if m k (e n ) > 0 then these same two equalities hold. This implies that the two sets of rigged con gurations RC( ; R) and RC( t ; R t ) have the same cardinality. Let us give a speci c bijection between the riggings. Let ( ; L) 2 RC( ; R). Let b be the admissible con guration of type ( t ; R t ) given by (9.6) . Note that a rigging L of determines, for each pair k; n 1, a partition k;n ( ; L) inside a rectangle of height m n ( k ) and width P k;n ( ) given by the the labels of the parts of k of size n. Suppose m n ( k ) > 0. Let b L be the rigging of the con guration b such that n;k (b ; b L) is the transpose of the complementary partition to k;n ( ; L) in the rectangle of height m n ( k ) and width P k;n ( ) rectangle, for all k; n 1. We now give a map from the R-catabolizable tableaux of shape , to the R-column catabolizable tableaux of shape e , in the case that R is dominant.
Let S 2 CT( ; R). Let S 1 = Cat R 1 (S) and let Q 1 = Q c (word(S + )word(S ? )) where word(T) is the row-reading word of the (skew) tableau T, and Q c (w) is the Schensted Q symbol for the column insertion of the word w 25]. The image U 2 CT( t ; R t ) of S under our proposed bijection, is uniquely de ned by the property that CCat(U) = U 1 where U 1 is the image of S 1 (which is de ned by induction), and that Q t 1 = Q(word(U r )word(U l )), where Q(a) is the Schensted Q symbol for the row insertion of a (see the de nition of CCat R 1 (U)).
In practice one rst computes the sequence of tableaux S 0 = S and S i = Cat R i (S i?1 ), together with the recording tableaux Q i coming from the column insertion of the appropriate row-reading words. Then one computes the sequence of tableaux : : : ; U 2 ; U 1 by setting U i to be the tableau such that CCat R t i (U i ) = U i+1 with recording tableau Q t i . Conjecture 17. The above map gives a bijection CT( ; R) to CCT( t ; R t ) when R and R t are dominant.
The essential point to check is that the tableau U constructed by this algorithm is a column strict tableau, since it is conceivable that there could be violations of column strictness between pairs of entries of the form U(i; 1 ) and U(i; 1 + 1) for i > 1 .
Monotonicity maps
For this section assume that R D R 0 .
From the de nitions it follows directly that RC( t ; R t ) RC( t ; (R 0 ) t ) which is obviously a cocharge-preserving embedding. At the end of this section we give a direct description of a related charge-preserving embedding : RC( ; R) , ! RC( ; rows(R)).
A consequence of Conjecture 10 is that if both R and R 0 are dominant, then CT( ; R) CT( ; R 0 ).
For LR tableaux, we describe embeddings This is an immediate consequence of the following description of . = charge( ; J) by applications of (10.1) and (9.12) for both R and rows(R).
So it su ces to show that the output (e ; e J) of the composite map agrees with ( ; J). Let (m i;j ), (b m i;j ), and ( b t i;j ) be the matrices (9.2) corresponding to , b , and e . Let r i;j = r i;j (R) and e r i;j = r i;j (rows(R)) in the notation of (2.7). By two applications of the de nition of the RC-transpose map (9.6) and the de nition of rows(R), we have Proof. (of Lemma 10) Clearly it is enough to show that 2 implies 1 and 1 implies 3. Suppose 2 holds. It is consistent with the de nitions to make the convention that P k;0 ( ) = 0 for all k 1. Using the notation k;n for the n-th part of the transpose of the partition k , the di erence of vacancy numbers is given by P k;n ( ) ? P k;n?1 ( ) = k?1;n ? 2 k;n + k+1;n + X a ( a ? n) a;k ; which holds for k; n 1. Taking di erences again, ? P k;n?1 ( ) + 2P k;n ( ) ? P k;n+1 ( ) = (P k;n ( ) ? P k;n?1 ( )) ? (P k;n+1 ( ) ? P k;n ( )) = m n ( k?1 ) ? 2m n ( k ) + m n ( k+1 ) + X a a;n a;k ; valid for k; n 1. In particular the vacancy numbers have the partial convexity property P k;n ( ) 1=2(P k;n?1 ( ) + P k;n+1 ( )) if m n ( k ) > 0. (11.1) So for 1 it is enough to show that P k;n ( ) 0 for su ciently large and small n. For small n, recall that P k;0 ( ) = 0. For large n, Q n ( k ) = j k j, so that the vacancy numbers satisfy P k;n ( ) = j k?1 j ? 2j k j + j k+1 j + Thus for large n, P k;n ( ) k ? k+1 0, proving 1.
To prove 3, note that min( k ; n) ? min( k+1 ; n) = 8 > < > : 0 for n k+1 n ? k+1 for k+1 < n < k k ? k+1 for k n (11.3) For n k+1 there is nothing to show. Suppose n k . In light of (11.2) it su ces to show that there is no index a such that a = k and n < a . Suppose such an a exists. Then a > n k . In particular, the rectangle R a having a = k rows and a columns is not contained in the shape . By Theorem 3 it follows that there are no admissible con gurations of type ( ; R), which is a contradiction. Finally suppose k+1 < n < k . In light of the partial convexity (11.1) and the boundary conditions P k; k+1 ( ) 0 and P k; k ( ) k ? k+1 , it is enough to show that m n ( k ) = 0 for n > k+1 . Since k is a partition it is enough to show k+1 k 1 for all k. Fix k. Observe rst that for any ( ; R), if there is an admissible con guration of type ( ; R) then 1 a for all a. Indeed, if such a con guration exists then by Theorem 3, LR R > 0, and by the LR rule there must be an R-LR tableau of shape . But for this to happen, must contain R i for all i, hence 1 a for all a.
Thus it su ces to exhibit a pair ( e ; e R) such that e 1 = k+1 and e R contains a rectangle having k 1 columns. De ne the partition e and sequence of rectangles e R by e = ( k+1 ; k+2 ; : : : ) e R = f( a ) ( a?k)+ g f( k b ) j 1 b `( k )g:
In other words, e is obtained from by removing the rst k parts, and e R is obtained from R by removing k rows from each rectangle and adding a single row for each part of the partition k . Now it is enough to exhibit an admissible con guration of type ( e ; e R). Recall that we are assuming that is an admissible con guration of type ( ; R). Let e be the sequence of partitions de ned by e p = k+p for p 1. Let us check the condition that e is a con guration of type ( e ; e R). = P k+1;n ( ) 0 again by the admissibility of . Thus e is an admissible con guration of type ( e ; e R) and the proof is complete.
